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Introduction: Women’s History in Canada
Overview
This introductory lesson will bring to light that although the voices of women can be often
marginalized or even omitted from the historical narrative, they are by no means any less
significant in the shaping of Canadian history. Throughout this unit students will be asked to
deconstruct the ways in which they value historical individuals and events, thus, gaining insight
about their own historical bias. In addition, students will learn that the historical narrative of
women is comprised of many distinct voices that are shaped by class and race, thus reinforcing
the idea that there is not one universal experience of Canadian women. Finally, students will be
introduced to Women’s History Month, a national governmental initiative developed in 1992 as a
way to highlight the contributions of women to Canadian society, and designated annually to the
month of October.
Estimated Time: 1.5 periods
Learning Goals
•
•
•

Students can recognize and articulate that there is often a lack of representation of women
in the Canadian historical narrative.
Students will be able to distinguish that class and race play a significant role in
differentiating the experiences of women throughout Canadian history.
Students will be able to articulate the purpose of celebrating Women’s History Month
and identify its importance within their study of Canadian history.

Curriculum Expectation
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period, and explain the impact of these developments
Materials
Teacher Resources:
•
•
•
•

Access to a computer lab or class set of tablets is necessary if students do not have access
to their own laptops
Laptop/Projector
Markers
Chart Paper

Primary Sources:
•
•

!

Newspaper Article: “Greatest Canadian List Pared Down”, The National Post (2004)
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/greatest-canadian-list-pared-down/article1142200/
Primary Source 1.1: ‘Guess Who? Identifying Influential Canadians in History’
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Student Prompts:
•
•

BLM 1.2: Status of Women Canada Website Scavenger Hunt
BLM 1.3: Vocabulary Table

Plan of Instruction
Step 1: Warm-up (20 minutes)
•

•

Divide students into small groups and allow them 2 minutes to generate a list of all the
influential male Canadians (past and present) they can think of. Repeat this exercise and
ask them to generate a list of the most influential female Canadians (past and present)
they can think of.
Compare the two lists. Ask students:
o Which list has more names, male or female?
o How many of these individuals are Caucasian?
o How many of these individuals are from a racial minority?

*Anticipated Results: Student’s list of influential males will be significantly larger than their list
of influential females, revealing a large gap in the understanding of women’s contributions to
Canadian history versus men’s contributions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project PowerPoint: ‘Guess Who? Identifying Influential Canadians in History’ onto the
screen
Have students guess the names of each of the three males (slide 2) and each of the three
females (slide 3).
Compare results. Could students name more males than females?
Utilize this PowerPoint as a means of solidifying the lack of representation of strong
female figure throughout history that they can recall.
Open link to National Post article and project onto the screen—use this article to
introduce the CBC Greatest Canadian Poll.
Have students assess the results by determining the ratio of men to women.
This article demonstrates to students that these results are also reflective of the national
understanding of women’s history. In general, the Canadian population is less
knowledgeable regarding the contributions of Canadian women and less likely to
recognize them as significant individuals compared to their male counterparts.

Step 2: Discussion (20 minutes)
Class discussion:
•
•

•
•
•
!

Why do you think significant Canadian women are underrepresented in these polls?
Reflect on your previous history education. Do you remember any focus being placed on
women’s contributions during the period of history you were studying? Do you recall the
perspectives of women being included in any particular event you studied in history?
Why do you think women’s voices and experiences are marginalized in these texts?
What do these results reveal about the way in which women are viewed in society?
Can you think of an influential woman in your life?
%!

Step 3: Modeling—Most Influential Female (5 minutes)
•

Teacher briefly introduces to their class an influential woman in their own life and why
they admire them.
o Focus on character traits
o Their life experiences
o How they have influenced your life

Step 4: Guided Practice—Multiple Perspectives (20 minutes)
•
•
•
•

Ask students to think of a significant woman in their lives. This can be a family member,
friend, teacher, celebrity, politician etc.
Tell students to write a short paragraph describing whom this individual is, why they
admire them and why they are influential.
Then in small groups, students will be asked to share their paragraphs with their peers.
Class discussion:
o Were there any similarities between the experiences of these women?
o What character traits did these women share?
o What differences did you notice between the experiences of these women?
o What do these differences reveal to us about women’s history? *
o Is it possible to have one narrative that represents all women? *

*These questions allow students to explore the idea that each woman’s experience is
individual to her and are influenced by her race, class, age, lifestyle etc. It demonstrates to
students the importance of analyzing multiple perspectives when exploring women’s
history.
Step 5: Independent Activity—Scavenger Hunt (25 minutes)
•

•
•
•
•
•

!

Introduce this activity to students by telling them that many organizations and initiatives
exist in Canada in order to recognize and celebrate the diverse lives and contributions
women have made to Canadian society throughout history. One of them is the Status of
Women in Canada. Tell students they will be embarking on an online scavenger hunt in
order develop an understanding of these initiatives and how they as students can
participate in them.
Ensure each student has access to a computer or tablet.
Direct them to the Status of Women Canada Website (http://www.swc-cfc.gc.ca/indexeng.html)
Distribute BLM 1.1: Status of Women Canada Website Scavenger Hunt
Tell students to independently follow the instructions on the worksheet and write their
answers in the provided space.
Take up the answers as a class.
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Step 6: Sharing/ Discussing/ Teaching (10 minutes)
•
•
•

•

Using a chart paper and markers, ask the students to form small groups and fill out a
KWL Chart.
Post charts around the classroom for the duration of the unit and have students edit them
as the unit progresses.
Example (Courtesy of The Canadian Challenge Assessment Kit)
What I KNOW
What I WANT to Know
What I LEARNED

Students will also utilize a vocabulary chart (BLM 1.1: Vocabulary Chart) throughout
the unit to keep track of important terms, events and individuals.

Key Terms:
•
•

Women’s History Month
Marginalized

Assessment
•

•

Assessment for Learning
o Having students complete the initial list of influential Canadians (male/female),
coupled with the ‘Guess Who? Identifying Influential Canadians in History’
PowerPoint allows the teacher to assess students prior knowledge regarding
women’s contributions to Canadian society throughout history.
o The KWL chart also gives the teacher insight to the student’s prior knowledge
and what they hope to learn from this unit, which can allow the teacher to shape
this unit accordingly.
Assessment as Learning
o Writing about the most influential female in their lives and sharing their stories
with their classmates allow students to see the diversity among the experiences of
Canadian women.
o By taking up BLM 1.1: Status of Women Canada Website Scavenger Hunt as
a class, the teacher can assess both the students understanding of what Women’s
History Month is, how and why it is celebrated, as well as assess their research
skills.
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Lesson 2: Introduction to the Indian Act
Ethical Dimension
Overview
This lesson will introduce students to one of the most influential political documents affecting
the lives of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples, and challenge them to consider the ethical dimensions
of the document. The Indian Act, introduced in 1867, vastly changed the lives of Aboriginal
peoples in Canada. Students will explore a section of the Indian Act to gain an understanding of
how it forced assimilation, ignored the matrilineal structures of Aboriginal culture and begin to
question the notions of entrenched gender discrimination within the document.
The aim of this lesson is to have students critically question the ethical dimension of the Indian
Act by exploring how it oppressed both Aboriginal women and Aboriginal people at large.
Students will examine how it not only created a divide between Aboriginal peoples by labeling
them as Status or Non-Status Indians, but also further begin to explore the constructs it had on
Aboriginal women to lose their rights.
Estimated Time: 2.0 periods
Learning Goals
•
•
•

Students will be able to articulate a variety of perspectives for why the Indian Act was
created.
Students will be able to voice multiple ethically unsound elements of the Indian Act
influencing Aboriginal women, men, children and Aboriginal peoples as a whole.
Student will be able assess the ethical implications of the Indian Act to situate their own
responsibility to respond and acknowledge these injustices.

Curriculum Expectations
B2.5 describe attitudes towards and significant actions affecting ethno-cultural minority groups
in Canada during this period and explain their impact.
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period, and explain the impact of these developments
Ethical Dimensions of History- This lesson will challenge students to engage in the ethical
dimensions of the Indian Act and questions the implications it had and continues to hold on
Aboriginal peoples today.
Materials
Primary Source Documents:
•
•

!

BLM 2.1: Excerpts from the Indian Act document
“Iroquois Women: Three Sisters” documentary
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qW9DQ7lXhzQ)
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Prompts for Students
•
•
•

BLM 2.2: Ethical Dimension- Indian Act- worksheet
BLM 2.3: Indian Act Assignment- instructions for persuasive letter assignment, and
essay graphic organizer
BLM 2.4 Indian Act Assignment Rubric

Plan of Instruction
Step 1: Warm up (20 minutes)
•

•

•

•

Explain to students that we all have cultural identity that makes us unique and diverse
people. Ask the class to consider their own cultural identity and share depending on the
classroom environment. Emphasize that diversity in the classroom is something to be
celebrated. But what if someone wanted to take our cultural identity away to make us
culturally similar and could define us as not being “enough” of that culture we associated
with.
Introduce how the Indian Act introduced in 1876 attempted to define and divide
Aboriginal peoples as either Status/Non-Status Indians. Explore these terms with your
class, define the differences in rights yet similarities between the people.
Explain how the Indian Act attempted to assimilate Aboriginal peoples by disallowing
them from participating in cultural activities.
o The “Potlatch Law”- In 1884, the federal government banned potlatches under the
Indian Act, with other ceremonies such as the sun dance to follow in the coming
years. The potlatch was one of the most important ceremonies for coastal First
Nations in the west, and marked important occasions as well as served a crucial
role in distribution of wealth.
The Indian Act did not celebrate the cultures of Aboriginal Peoples, but rather made
culture and ceremony something to be oppressed and ashamed of.

Step 2: Discussion (25 minutes)
Activating Prior Knowledge: Explore how the Indian Act came to be developed over time as a
consolidation of previous legislature governing the lives of Canadian Aboriginal peoples:
•

•

Gradual Civilization Act, 1857- sought to assimilate Aboriginal peoples into Canadian
settler society through enfranchisement.
o Enfranchisement- the legal process for terminating a person’s Indian status and
conferring full Canadian citizenship. Enfranchisement was a key feature of the
Canadian federal government's assimilation policies regarding Aboriginal peoples.
Gradual Enfranchisement Act, 1869

It is also beneficial to have a discussion with students about terminology and the differences
between Aboriginal, Indian, Indigenous etc. so it is appropriately used during classroom
discussion, and in their writing.
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Some general guidelines:
•
•

•

Indian: should only ever be used when discussing specific terminology containing the
word ex. Indian Act, Status/Non-Status Indian.
Aboriginal: Although the Canadian government has transitioned terminology from using
Indian to Aboriginal, it is a very broad and non-specific term. Often Aboriginal is used in
a very pan-Aboriginal sense, that is suggesting that there is an all-encompassing
Aboriginal culture. This is not true. There are hundreds of different Aboriginal
languages in Canada and dozens of different cultural groups. Encourage your students to
always be as specific as possible when referring to someone and/or a group of people
because the term Aboriginal in itself encompasses many different and diverse groups of
people. Finally, if using this term encourage students to only use it as a
modifier/adjective. People are not “Aboriginals”, however there are Aboriginal peoples.
Indigenous: A very broad term for a group of people who have adapted a complex
cultural relationship with the land, air,waters etc. of their surroundings. It speaks to all of
us where we can look to some place in the world that is indigenous to us. Should be
used as specifically as possible such as “People of Indigenous heritage from (specific
place)”.

Step 3: Modeling (30 minutes)
•
•
•

•

Distribute the BLM 2.1 Excerpts from the Indian Act document to students and read
through as a class.
Discuss what kinds of limitations it put on Aboriginal peoples and specifically how
gender discrimination is entrenched into the document.
On the blackboard write down the terms matrilineal and patrilineal. Explain the
differences between these terms to students and ask them to consider if our society is
matrilineal or patrilineal. By eliminating Indian status through the female side, and
continuing it through the male side in the Indian Act, what sort of societal structure is the
Indian Act trying to model?
Did the Indian Act consider the societal structure of Aboriginal peoples with this
patrilineal system?
o Watch the video “Iroquois Women: The Three Sisters”
o Explains how most Aboriginal communities were matrilineal and how the Indian
Act ignored this.

Step 4: Guided Practice (30 minutes)
•

!

Distribute the BLM 2.2 Ethical Dimensions- Indian Act worksheet and read through
the questions as a class to clarify any questions students may have. For students, this
activity is a chance for work in small groups to consolidate their understanding of the
Indian Act and its impact on Aboriginal peoples. For the teacher, this is a vital
opportunity to check in with groups and collect assessment as learning data.
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Step 5: Independent Activity (30 minutes)
•
•

•

Distribute BLM 2.3: Indian Act Assignment and BLM 2.4 Indian Act Assignment
Rubric.
Students are going to write a persuasive letter/proposal to the Canadian government
advocating for the rights of Aboriginal peoples by suggesting changes that need to be
made in the Indian Act. In their proposal students will express why changes are needed
and provide concrete suggestions towards a new bill that would make the Indian Act
more equitable for not only Aboriginal women, but also Aboriginal peoples at large.
Although many changes have been made to the Indian Act since 1867, particularly bill C31 removing gender discrimination from the document, having students generate and
express their own revisions will allow them to think critically about the Indian Act. See
extension activities for ideas about how to incorporate revisions and changes that have
been made.

Step 6: Sharing/ Discussing/ Teaching (15 minutes)
•
•

Students will hand in a copy of their persuasive letter to the Canadian government
expressing the need for changes to the Indian Act.
Students record key terms in BLM 1.1: Vocabulary Chart

Key Terms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indian Act
Assimilation
Status/ Non-Status
Gradual Civilization Act
Gradual Enfranchisement Act
Potlatch Law
Matrilineal
Patrilineal

Extension Activities:
•
•

•

!

After student have generated their own ideas about necessary revisions to the Indian Act,
generate a list of their suggestions that visually incorporates their ideas.
Divide students into small groups and have them research revisions that have been made
to the Indian Act since 1867. Students could investigate positive and negative revisions
to the act between 1867- 1950, the 1951 revision of the Indian Act, bill C-31 and the
1969 White Paper.
Students could compare and contrast their own suggestions to revise the Indian Act to
bills that actually passed.
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Assessment
There are 2 key opportunities for assessment in this lesson:

!

•

Assessment as Learning
o The “Ethical Dimensions- The Indian Act” exercise students will complete, offers
insight for the teacher to determine if students have grasped the ethical issues
within the Indian Act and address any learning gaps.

•

Assessment of Learning
o Students will have the opportunity to apply and demonstrate their learning in a
persuasive letter to the Canadian government. Both teachers and students will be
clear on the success criteria for the assignment as it is outlined on the provided
rubric.
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Lesson 3: Influential Aboriginal Women
Historical Significance
Overview
This lesson will challenge students to question which figures in history have historical
significance by identifying how they hold a meaningful place in the narrative of the history of
Canada’s Aboriginal peoples. Students will be exposed to influential Aboriginal women of the
past and identify what they reveal about the Canadian historical narrative based on the
contributions and changes they made in Aboriginal women’s history.
Students will gain research skills by investigating influential Aboriginal women and create their
own arguments for why the woman they chose to research is historically significant to our
understanding of the past.
Estimated Time: 3.0 periods
Learning Goals
•

•

Students will be able to articulate elements that makes an event, person or artifact from
the past historically significant and apply this knowledge to justifying why a historical
figure they research is historically significant.
Students will be able to recognize a selection of influential Aboriginal women and
articulate how they were important to the historical narrative of Canada’s Aboriginal
peoples.

Curriculum Expectations
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period and explain the impact of these developments.
Historical Significance- students will investigate how we decide what and/or who is important to
learn about from the past.
Materials
Teacher Prompts
•

Students will need access to computers or tablets

Primary Source Documents
•
•

!

Primary Source 3.1: Photos of Private Mary Greyeyes and Lieutenant David
Greyeyes
Primary Source 3.2: Photo of Charlotte Edith Anderson Monture
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Prompts for Students
•
•
•

BLM 3.3: Influential Aboriginal Women Research Assignment
BLM 3.4: News Report Writing Checklist
BLM 3.5: News Report Writing Rubric

Plan of Instruction
Step 1: Warm-up (20 minutes)
•

•
•

Distribute pieces of paper to the class and have each student write down one person from
history that they think is the “most historically significant person” from the past. Of
course this is a difficult challenge, and there will be many similarities and differences in
ideas.
Have the students each take a turn saying whom they picked and a brief (one sentence)
statement of why they picked that individual.
Next, have the students work collectively to line up from the most historically significant
historical figure on one side of the room to the least historically significant individual on
the other side.
o Give guidelines to your students how to do this respectfully. They need to listen
and consider other peoples ideas, and only ever make comments about the
historical person chosen and not the person who picked it.

Step 2: Discussion (20 minutes)
•

•

•

!

Debrief with students about how they picked their historically significant individual and
what criteria helped them when categorizing the individuals from the most to the least
historically significant.
Generate a visual list/mind map of criteria students generated that made someone
historically significant. Consider:
o The person made developments to history that has resulted in change. That is,
they had deep consequences, for many people, over a long period of time.
o A person has historical significance if they are revealing. That is, they shed light
on enduring or emerging in history or contemporary life.
o Historical significance is constructed. That is people show criteria for historical
significance when they occupy a meaningful place in a narrative.
o Historical significance varies over time and group-to-group.
Look back on the historical figures your class chose and identify what groups of people
are largely represented and who was excluded from their choices. For example, did you
class happen to choose a very Eurocentric-male representation? How were women
represented? How were Aboriginal peoples represented?
o Often students will excluded minority populations, not because they are not
equally historically significant, but because the contributions of these individuals
are often overlooked in other areas of our lives.
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Step 3: Modeling (20 minutes)
•

•

•
•

Display the images of Primary Source 3.1 of Mary Greyeyes, Lieutenant David
Greyeyes and Primary Source 3.2 of Charlotte Edith Anderson Monture and ask the
students if they have ever heard of any of these figures before.
Explain that these are images of Aboriginal men and women that are historically
significant in that they occupy a meaningful place in the narrative of Canadian Aboriginal
peoples.
Mary Greyeyes: first Aboriginal women to serve in the war in 1943. She was posted
overseas during WWII serving as a cook.
Charlotte Edith Anderson Monture: was the first Aboriginal woman to become registered
nurse in Canada!,-!"*"%.!It was illegal for Indigenous people to attend post-secondary
education in Canada, so she studied in the United States then joined the U.S. Army
serving in France for World War One.

Step 4: Guided Practice (15 minutes)
•

•
•

Allow your students to turn and talk with the person beside them to generate a list of
ideas of what makes these two Aboriginal women historically significant. Direct the
students to the list of criteria we created as a class, which makes a person historically
significant, and have them connect where these criteria can apply to these women.
As class share ideas pertaining to the significance of the contributions these women made
to history.
On an overhead or the blackboard, use the ideas of the students created to model writing
a paragraph that states the historical significance of one of these women. This modeling
is important to introduce to students so they can later independently “state the historical
significance” of an individual or event.

Step 5: Independent Activity (75 minutes)
•
•

•

Students will have the opportunity to research an influential Aboriginal woman from
history and state why they think this person is historically significant.
Distribute BLM 3.3: Influential Aboriginal Women Research Assignment, and a
double-sided document containing BLM 3.4: News Report Writing Checklist and
BLM 3.5: News Report Writing Rubric. Read through the assignment with students
and clarify the expectations on the rubric.
Students will also need access to computers or tablets.

Step 6: Sharing/ Discussing/ Teaching (75 minutes)
•
•

•
!

Students will hand in their “Influential Aboriginal Women” assignment, which will serve
as a summative demonstration of their learning.
Have students display their primary documents around the classroom in the style of
museum exhibit. Divide students in half. One half can take turns walking through their
peers’ exhibits to learn about whom the different women researched while the other half
of the class explains their findings. Have the class switch roles so everyone gets a turn
to share and to learn.
Students record key terms in BLM 1.1: Vocabulary Chart
"%!

Key Terms:
•
•

Mary Greyeyes
Charlotte Edith Anderson Monture

Assessment
•
•

!

Please see the attached BLM 3.5: News Report Writing Rubric.
In addition, there are checklists with guiding questions your students should complete
before handing in their work as a self-edit/ self-evaluation process.
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Lesson 4: War Propaganda and its Impact on Canadian Women
Evidence
Overview
In this lesson, students will discuss and develop an understanding of the techniques used to
create effective propaganda. As a class, students will utilize this knowledge to analyze a
Canadian propaganda poster from the First World War specifically directed at Canadian women.
Next, in pairs, students will then analyze a propaganda poster directed at women from the
Second World War. Students will then use their analyses of these propaganda posters to develop
an understanding of the ways in which women contributed to both war efforts. Furthermore,
students will analyze these posters to determine what these sources reveal about gender norms
and roles during the two time periods in which they were created. Students will then create their
own propaganda poster based on a time period of their choosing (either WWII or Present Day
Canada).
Estimated Time: 2.0 periods
Learning Goals
•
•
•

Students will develop an understanding of the techniques and goals of propaganda.
Students will learn how propaganda was utilized in Canada to garner women’s support
and participation in the war effort during the First World War and Second World War.
Students will learn to analyze propaganda in order to determine greater societal views on
gender roles and gender norms during the time periods of World War One (1914-1918)
and the World War Two (1939-1945).

Curriculum Expectations
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period
A1.4 interpret and analyze evidence and information relevant to their investigations using
various tools, strategies, and approaches appropriate for historical inquiry
Evidence
• To begin analyzing a document or visual, student engages in sourcing, that is asking
questions about when ad why the source was created, and by whom
• Student contextualizes sources—he or she keeps in mind the conditions and worldviews
prevalent at the time the source was created.
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Materials
Teacher Resources
•

•

•
•

Video 1: “Propaganda”. Cambridge Educational. 2011
Available on Learn360, Videos can be Downloaded
http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ID=930154
Video 2: “ Propaganda: Strategies”. Cambridge Educational. 2011
Available on Learn360. (Learn360 account must be created in order to access the video).
o Link: http://www.learn360.com/ShowVideo.aspx?ID=930155
Lap top/Projector with speakers
Background Information:
o Nurses: /001233444.456789:87.;53;473:</,=,0,>-93?8:66:3-869:9@:.591<
o Canadian Women’s Army Corps:
/001233444.456789:87.;53:A8;50,>-3>-B,-:@:A8;50,>-5B@
6:9>86;:93A,9150;/:930/:@;5-5A,5-@4>7:-9@567C@;>619@"*%"@"*%'3

Primary Source Documents
•

Primary Source 4.6 Source PowerPoint Presentation, this includes:
o Poster 1:WWI Recruitment Poster, “Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD)”,
Courtesy of the Canadian War Museum
(/001233444.456789:87.;53;473:</,=,0,>-93?8:66:31/>0>@
:.591<DE5?:FAG#.H.".=I1/>0>G$.J.%.6IKGL#K;47L#K:</,=,0,>-9L#K?8:66:
L#K-869:9@:.591<M
o Poster 2:WWII Recruitment Poster, “Canadian Women’s Army Corps”, Courtesy
of the Canadian War Museum (http://www3.nfb.ca/ww2/seeeverything/archives/?page=2&view=734054)
o Historical context and information for each primary source follows the source—
this can be used when students take up their worksheets

Prompts for Students
•
•
•
•
•

BLM 4.1: Introduction to Propaganda Worksheet; “What’s the Message?”
BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis Worksheet
BLM 4.3: Compare and Contrast WWI and WWII Recruitment Propaganda
BLM 4.4: Propaganda Poster Assignment Sheet
BLM 4.5: Propaganda Poster Rubric

Plan of Instruction
Step 1 and 2: Warm up/Discussion (Total Time: 40 minutes)
•

!

Show Video 1 “Propaganda” to introduce the goals of propaganda to the students (5
minutes)
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Discussion (30 minutes)
•

•
•
•
•

Guiding Questions:
o What kinds of propaganda do we see on a daily basis on television or billboards?
o What kinds of organizations are responsible for these propaganda campaigns?
o What positive/negative examples of propaganda can you think of in today’s
society?
o What do you think makes propaganda effective? (This is a leading question into
the next video).
Show Video 2: “Propaganda Techniques” (5 minutes)
After viewing, teachers should discuss the use of propaganda by governments in order to
garner support for the war effort.
Distribute BLM 4.1: Propaganda Techniques
o Review information sheet as a class, discussing examples used in war propaganda.
Guiding Questions:
o What techniques do you think would be most effective during war times?
o What techniques do you think would most likely affect your decisions or
opinions?
o Where can we see examples of these techniques today?

Step 3: Modeling (35 minutes)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Display Primary Source 4.6 PowerPoint Presentation to class.
Focus on Poster 1:WWI Recruitment Poster, “Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD)”
Distribute BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis Worksheet to students so that they may
follow along and answer the questions as a class.
As a class, analyze the poster, and ask students to fill in the work sheet while the teacher
copies the answers onto the board.
Display following slides entitled “Volunteer Aid Detachment” and “Nursing Sisters”
which provide students with a deeper look into the historical context of the poster.
This allows students to deepen their understanding and correct answers if needed.

Step 4: Guided Practice (40 minutes)
•
•
•
•
•
•

!

Divide students into pairs and distribute copies of BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis
Worksheet.
Display Primary Source 4.6 PowerPoint Presentation to class.
Focus on Poster 2:WWII Recruitment Poster, “Canadian Women’s Army Corps”.
Ask students to fill in the BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis Worksheet with their
partners.
Display slides entitled “Canadian Women’s Army Corps” which provides students with a
deeper look into the historical context of the poster.
This allows students to deepen their understanding and correct answers if needed.
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Step 5: Independent Activity (20 minutes)
•
•
•

Distribute BLM 4.3: Compare and Contrast WWI and WWII Recruitment
Propaganda.
Ask students to independently fill out the graphic organizer utilizing their previous
analysis of each poster (BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis Worksheet).
Leave Primary Source 4.6 PowerPoint Presentation active as students may want to
revisit the posters in order to complete the comparison.

Step 6: Sharing/Discussing/Teachings (15 minutes)
•
•
•

•

Draw the graphic organizer as seen in BLM 4.3: Compare and Contrast WWI and
WWII Recruitment Propaganda on the board.
Ask students to find a partner and share their analysis and to come up with their best
point (whether that be a similarity or difference).
One at a time, each pair will write their answer on the board.
o Note: This is based on a class of 30, as there are 15 blanks to fill in on the graphic
organizer. The number of group members can be modified based on class size.
As a class, ask the students to come up with a general summary for each poster,
discussing the way in which propaganda was directed at women and reflects the gender
norms of time in which they created.

Key Terms:
•
•
•
•

Propaganda
Volunteer Aid Detachment
Nursing Sisters
Canadian Women’s Army Corps

Assessment
•

•

!

Assessment as Learning
o The completion BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis Worksheet can be used to
determine student’s ability to analyze and contextualize a primary document.
Assessment of Learning
o Create your own Propaganda Poster: Here students have the opportunity to apply
their knowledge of propaganda techniques by creating their own poster that can
be used to recruit women into the military (either in WWII or present day Canada).
This assignment also gives students the opportunity to demonstrate their
knowledge of gender roles/norms existing in their chosen time period.
o Instructions for the assignment and assessment criteria can be found in BLM 4.4:
Propaganda Poster Assignment Sheet and BLM 45: Propaganda Poster
Rubric.
o Distribute assignment sheet and rubric to students.
o Work is to be completed independently on their own time.
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Lesson 5: Canadian Women on the Home Front
Continuity and Change
Overview
In this lesson, students will initially analyze 3 primary sources depicting women’s work on the
home front before, during and after WWI. As a class, students will develop a vocabulary they
can utilize when assessing primary sources to determine whether or not they represent change or
continuity. Then students will corroborate their primary sources with text in order to fully assess
continuity and change. They will then utilize their new vocabulary to conclude the
change/continuity in the lives of Canadian women. In order gain a well-rounded perspective
students will then utilize the text in order to assess the change and continuity occurring over this
period in the lives of African American women. Through this final analysis, students will learn
that it is impossible to create a universal human timeline, as different groups experience different
periods of change and continuity based on a number of contributing facts (i.e. race, class, gender,
environment, cultural climate).
Estimated Time: 2.0 periods
Learning Goals
•
•
•

Students will develop an understanding of roles Canadian women filled on the home
front during and after World War I (1914-18).
Students will assess the instrumental role WWI played in changing and shaping the daily
lives of Canadian women.
Students will be able to articulate how these changes affected the lives of Canadian
women and how they differed among various racial groups.

Curriculum Expectations
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period
A1.4 Interpret and analyze evidence and information relevant to their investigations using
various tools, strategies, and approaches appropriate for historical inquiry
Continuity and Change
• Student uses conventions and vocabulary of chronology to demonstrate how continuity
and change are interwoven.
• Student describes progress and decline, noting that progress for one people may have
been a decline for another.
Materials
Teacher Resources
•

!

Laptop/ Projector with Speakers
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Primary Source Documents
•

•

•

Photograph: “Domestic Servant: Beatrice, ironing, 1906, M.O. Hammond fonds,
Archives of Ontario, http://www.archives.gov.on.ca/en/explore/online/diaries/workingwomen.aspx
Photograph: “Women’s Munitions Workers”, Photograph. Library and Archives,
Canada/Department of National Defense Collection, It Was There War too: Canadian
Women in World War I. By Pat Stanton. Toronto: Green Dragon Press. 31. Print.
Propaganda Bulletin “To Women Workers”, Poster. Government of Ontario. It Was
There War too: Canadian Women in World War I. By Pat Stanton. Toronto: Green
Dragon Press. 90. Print.

Prompts for Students
•
•
•
•

BLM 5.1: Before and After T-Charts (Including Primary Documents)
BLM 5.2: New Opportunities for Employment Information Sheet
BLM 5.3: After the War Information Sheet
BLM 5.4: Continuity and Change Chart

Plan of Instruction
Step 1: Warm Up (15 minutes)
•
•

Distribute BLM 1: Before and After T-Charts (including Primary Documents)
Ask students to assess each pair of photographs and fill out each t-chart based solely on
their observations.

Step 2: Discussion (15 minutes)
•
•
•

Take up each T-Chart in BLM 1: Before and After T-Charts (including Primary
Documents) one at a time.
Discuss each pair of photographs separately.
Guiding Questions:
o What similarities do you notice between the two photographs?
o What differences do you notice between the two photographs?
o Do you think that change has occurred between the two photographs?
o Would you consider this change significant? Why?
o Why do you think this change occurred?

Step 3: Modeling (10 minutes)
•

!

Explain to students that the exercise they have just completed was used to explore the
historical concept of continuity and change. Often history can be misunderstood as a list
of events that neatly lead to one another. In fact, history is a complex mix of continuity
and change, wherein at any given period of time in the past, multiple things were
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happening to different people. Some things changed rapidly, while others remained
relatively continuous. These two concepts, continuity and change can happen
simultaneously. Judgments of continuity and change can be made on the basis of
comparisons between some point in the past and the present, or between two points in the
past, such as before and during WWI as they explored here. (Courtesy of the Historical
Thinking Website: http://historicalthinking.ca/concept/continuity-and-change)
•

Write the key terms relating to continuity and change on the board: Change, Chronicle,
Continuity, Decline, Periodization, Progress, Turning Point
o As a class come up with the definitions for each of these words.
o If students are having a difficult time, the following definitions can be used to
prompt/help students.
o Definitions:
! Change: an alternation: possibly evolutionary erosion or sudden collapse,
gradual building or revolutionary upheaval
! Chronicle: a list of events; a timeline
! Continuity: staying the same; an uninterrupted succession or flow
! Decline: the erosion of conditions
! Periodization: the process of using themes to divide history into chunks
of time with beginning and end dates (i.e. WWI 1914-1918)
! Progress: the betterment of conditions
! Turning Point: moments when the process of change shifts in direction or
pace
! Definitions courtesy of, The Big Six Historical Thinking Concepts, Page
77.

Step 4: Guided Practice: Jigsaw (35 minutes)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

!

Distribute:
o BLM 5.2: New Opportunities for Employment Information Sheet
o BLM 5.3: After the War Information Sheet
o BLM 5.4: Continuity and Change Chart
Divide student into groups 3; these are their home groups.
Assign each student a characteristic they are responsible for learning about, either:
occupation, rights, or gender roles.
Ask students to get together with their peers who are assigned the same characteristic—
these are expert groups.
In their expert groups, give students 15 minutes to utilize the recourses (BLM 5.2 and
BLM 5.3) in order to complete the work sheet (BLM 5.4).
After 15 minutes, have students return to their home groups.
Each student will take turns sharing the information they became ‘experts’ on with their
home group—as each student presents their information, the rest of the group will utilize
this information to fill in their work sheet.
As a group, they must utilize the terms they previous learned to write a conclusion
paragraph determining the degree of continuity and degree of change that occurred
between the three primary sources.
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o If students are having trouble, these can be used as guiding questions to help
prompt their thinking:
! How would you classify the rate of change based on the time periods
given? Gradual? Sudden?
! Would you classify these changes as ‘progress’ or ‘decline’ in terms of
women’s roles/opportunities offered to them in society?
! Identify any turning points you see when comparing all three time periods.
! Would you consider the beginning of WWI a ‘turning point’ for women’s
role in society?
! Would you consider the ending of WWI another ‘turning point’? Why?
! Does continuity exist in any facet between these sources?
! In terms of women’s roles, how could you periodize WWI?
Step 5: Independent Activity—African American Perspective (30 minutes)
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Introduce this activity by directing student’s attention back to the two photographs.
Ask students, what similarities do you notice between the women in each photo? Are
there any racial minorities represented?
Ask students to reflect on their conclusion paragraph they wrote.
Ask: Based on the information you’ve read, do you believe this conclusion would hold
true if you were to apply it to the lives of women in racial minorities, particularly African
American Women?
Review the idea that different groups of people experience changes/continuity at different
times and that for example, these changes can occur at the same time a different group is
experiencing continuity and vice versa.
Distribute a second copy of BLM 5.4: Continuity and Change Chart.
Ask students to utilize their information sheets (BLM 5.2 and 5.3) to independently
complete the chart, this time from the perspective of an African American woman living
in Canada.
Ask students to write a conclusion paragraph—utilize the same questions to prompt their
writing:
o How would you classify the rate of change based on the time periods given?
Gradual? Sudden?
o Would you classify these changes as ‘progress’ or ‘decline’ in terms of women’s
roles/opportunities offered to them in society?
o Identify any turning points you see when comparing all three time periods.
o Would you consider the beginning of WWI a ‘turning point’ for women’s role in
society?
o Would you consider the ending of WWI another ‘turning point’? Why?
o Does continuity exist in any facet between these sources?
o In terms of women’s roles, how could you periodize WWI?

Step 6: Sharing/Discussing/Teaching
•

!

Tell students to get into pairs, and have them compare the conclusion paragraphs they
created for the two different perspectives.
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Class discussion:
• Ask:
o Are there any similarities between the two perspectives?
o What differences exist?
o In general, what group experienced greater change?
o In general, what group experience continuity?
o What do these differing perspectives tell us about the nature of change and
continuity?
o Is it possible to create a timeline of this period in time that accurately reflects the
experiences of all women living in Canada during this time period?
Assessment:
•

•

!

Assessment for Learning
o The completion of BLM 5.1: Before and After T-Charts (including Primary
Documents) and following discussion, can be used as a way for the teacher to
formally assess students ability to analyze primary sources and ultimately their
initial ability to identify change and continuity.
Assessment as Learning
o Completion of BLM 5.3: Continuity and Change Chart along with it’s
accompanying conclusion paragraph can be used to assess students understanding
of continuity and change and ability to apply the appropriate vocabulary when
assessing continuity and change.
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Lesson 6: The Suffrage Movement—Nellie McClung vs. Premier
Roblin
Perspectives
Overview
In this lesson, students will develop an understanding of the women’s suffrage movement by
analyzing the perspectives of those for and against the movement. Students will then analyze
primary source documents in order to contextualize each viewpoint. Based on their analysis,
students will then be instructed to respond to a primary document in the form of a diary entry
from the perspective of suffragist leader Nellie McClung. Finally, students peer assess each
other’s diary entry and reflect on the strengths and weakness of their work.
Estimated Time: 2.0 periods
Learning Goals:
•
•
•
•

Students will analyze primary documents in order to develop an understanding of the
opposing viewpoints surrounding women’s suffrage in 20th C Canada.
Students will be able to articulate the early 20th C Canadian view regarding women’s
roles in society.
Students will be able to identify that the perspectives of racial minorities are not
represented within these primary documents.
Students will learn to write historical fiction and apply their knowledge through a writing
in role activity.

Curriculum Expectations:
B2.4 explain the goals and accomplishments of some groups and/or movements that contributed
to social and/or political cooperation during this period
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period
B3.1 describe how some individuals and organizations during this period contributed to the
development of identity, citizenship and/or heritage in Canada
Historical Perspectives
• Student explains or illustrates perspectives of people in their historical context.
• Student makes factually accurate, evidence-based inferences about the beliefs, value, and
motivations of an historical actor, while recognizing the limitations of our understanding.
• Student distinguishes a variety of perspectives among historical actors participating in a
given event.
Materials
Teacher Resources
•
!

Laptop/projector/speakers
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•
•
•

Heritage Moments: ‘Nellie McClung’ https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritageminutes/nellie-mcclung
Student access to their own laptops, a computer lab or class set of tablets would be an
asset for the Independent Activity
Background Information (Make links available to students for Independent Activity)
o Historica Canada: Nellie McClung
https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritage-minutes/nellie-mcclung
o CBC Canada: Women Get The Vote
http://www.cbc.ca/history/EPISCONTENTSE1EP11CH4PA5LE.html

Primary Documents
•

•

•

Newspaper Article: “Suffrage Advocates Wait on Premier Roblin This Morning”,
Brandon Daily Sun, January 27 1914. Courtesy of Manitobia: Digital Resources on
Manitoba History
http://manitobia.ca/content/en/newspapers/BDS/1914/01/27/articles/43.xml/iarchives?que
ry=suffrage%2BAND%2Badvocates%2BAND%2Bdoctype%3Anewspapers
Newspaper Article: “Manitoba Women Given Franchise”, Brandon Daily Sun, January
28, 1916. Courtesy of Manitobia: Digital Resources on Manitoba History
http://manitobia.ca/content/en/newspapers/BDS/1916/01/28/articles/23.xml/iarchives?que
ry=manitoba%2BAND%2Bwomen%2BAND%2Bgiven%2BAND%2Bfranchise%2BAN
D%2Bdoctype%3Anewspapers
Newspaper Article: “Speaking of Women”, by Nellie McClung. MacLean’s Magazine,
May 1916.
http://archive.org/stream/p2macleans29torouoft/p2macleans29torouoft_djvu.txt

Student Prompts
•
•
•
•

BLM 6.1: Women’s Suffrage Opposing View Points Primary Sources
BLM 6.2: Historical Perspectives Organizer
BLM 6.3: Writing Historical Fiction
BLM 6.4: Diary Checklist

Plan of Instruction
Step 1: Warm up (5 minutes)
•

Show students Heritage Moments: ‘Nellie McClung’ video.

Step 2: Discussion (15 minutes)
•

!

Think, Pair, Share
o Think—Students independently create an answer to the question
o Pair—Students share their answer with a peer
o Share—Pairs share their answer with the class
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Ask students:
o
o
o
o

Who are the two individuals in this clip?
What is the issue being debated in this clip?
What is each individual’s stance on the issue being debated?
Why might Premier Roblin have not truly understood what Nellie McClung was
doing or believed in?

Step 3: Modeling (10 minutes)
•
•

•

On the board, draw a ‘Both Sides Now’ chart
Example, courtesy of The Canadian Challenge Assessment Kit:
Reasons/Evidence in
Question or Statement
Reasons/Evidence in
Favour
Favour
Based on the class discussion, fill out the chart as a class.

Step 4: Guided Practice (40 minutes)
•

•
•
•
•
•

Introduce the activity by telling students we will now analyze primary sources in order to
develop a deeper understanding of opposing views regarding the issue of women’s
suffrage.
Divide students in pairs.
Distribute one copy of BLM 6.1 Women’s Suffrage Opposing Viewpoints Primary
Documents and two copies of BLM 6.2 Historical Perspective Organizer to each pair
Instruct students to read the primary sources and fill out the worksheets based on
evidence gathered from these sources.
After students complete these sheets, have students share their analyses with the class
Discussion:
o What do these sources suggest about the views regarding women’s role in
society in Canada in the early 20th C?
o Why do you believe this view of women might have been popular during this
time period?
o How are these views similar or different from the views of today?
o What viewpoints are these primary sources missing? (Prompt: racial minorities)
• Discuss that even though the right to vote was granted to women in
Manitoba in 1916, it was not extended to any women of any racial
minority.
• 1947—Chinese and Indo-Canadians were granted the right to vote
• 1948—Japanese-Canadians are granted the right to vote
• 1960—Aboriginal Peoples (including Aboriginal Women) are given
the right to vote
• Link: http://citizenshift.org/node/6931

Step 5: Independent Activity—Writing in Role (55 minutes)
•

!

Distribute BLM 6.3 Writing Historical Fiction and BLM 6.4 Diary Checklist
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•

•
•

•

Direct students attention to 1916 Brandon Sun Daily article entitled ‘Manitoba Women
Given Franchise’ located on the third page of BLM 1: Women’s Suffrage Opposing
View Points Primary Documents.
Instruct students that they are to write a diary entry in response to this news article from
the point of view of Nellie McClung.
If computer or tablet access is possible, direct students to the following websites in order
to give themselves a greater context for their diaries:
o Historica Canada: Nellie McClung
https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritage-minutes/nellie-mcclung
o CBC Canada: Women Get The Vote
http://www.cbc.ca/history/EPISCONTENTSE1EP11CH4PA5LE.html
Students are to use BLM 6.4 Diary Checklist as a guide to structure their diary.

Step 6: Sharing/Discussing/Teaching (20 minutes)
•
•
•

•

Divide students into pairs and have them swap diary entries.
Using BLM 6.4 Diary Checklist, students will peer assess each others work.
After returning the assessment, students will reflect on their work and peer assessment by
filling out the bottom portion, addressing one element of their diary they believe was
strong, and one aspect of their diary they could improve on.
Students add new terms to BLM 1.2 Vocabulary Table.

Key Words:
•
•
•
•

!

Suffrage
Suffragist
Franchise
Nellie McClung
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Lesson 7: Famous Five and the Persons Case
Cause and Consequence
Overview
This lesson will challenge students to consider how the advocacy and plights of the “Famous
Five” would indefinitely changed the status of women in Canada. Specifically however, students
will explore the “Persons Case” led by Emily Murphy to comprehend her incredible historical
feat of having women considered persons in the British North America Act. In addition, students
will deconstruct the Persons Case to understand how the work of Emily Murphy and the other
women in the Famous Five were crucial to progressing human rights in Canada.
Estimated Time: 2.0 periods
Learning Goals
•
•
•

Students will identify potential causes for igniting the work of the Famous Five by
gaining insight to the unequal status of women in Canada at this time.
Students will be able to articulate who the Famous Five were and what changes occurred
as consequences to their advocacy.
Students will be able to identify how the actions of the Famous Five have lasting impacts
on the lives of Canadian women.

Curriculum Expectations
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period and explain the impact of these developments
Cause and Consequence
• Students will explore how the interplay between two types of factors: (1) The influential
individuals of the Famous Five, specifically Emily Murphy who took actions which
caused lasting historical events (the Persons Case) and (2) the social, political, economic
and cultural conditions within Canada at this time.
Materials
Primary Source Documents
•
•

Primary Source 7.2: Photo “Lord Chancellor Sankey on his way to deliver
judgment…”
Primary Source 7.3: “Privy Counsel Rules Women are ‘Persons’” Newspaper
article

Student Prompts
•

!

BLM 7.1: The Cause- Emily Murphy
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Teacher Materials
•

Historica Canada, Emily Murphy video: https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritageminutes/emily-murphy

Plan of Instruction
Step 1: Warm-up (10 minutes)
•

•

•

Start a verbal brainstorm with students by asking them “what are everyday things that we
may take for granted?” Students may think of the supportive friend or family network
they have, the resources in their community or even deeper interpretations such as
drinking water, education, freedom of speech etc.
Explain to your students that these privileges that we rely on in our everyday lives change
over time and space. That is, in other areas of the world people may not have the same
privileges we have and additionally in the past these rights may not have been recognized.
History allows us to look to the past to gain an understanding and appreciation for the
influential figures of the past that fought for the privileges we know today.

Step 2: Discussion (10 minutes)
•

•

Introduce that when reflecting on women’s history, Nellie McClung, Emily Murphy,
Irene Parlby, Louis McKinney and Henrietta Muir Edwards—otherwise known as the
Famous Five, fought for women to have basic human rights.
Explain to students that Canadian women born before 1929 were considered by law to be
"non-persons." Five governments stated that women were ineligible to be appointed to
the Senate because they were not "persons." In fact, British Common Law stated they
were "persons in the matter of pains and penalties, but not in the matter of rights and
privileges."

Step 3: Modeling (30 minutes)
•
•
•
•

Distribute BLM 7.1 The Cause- Emily Murphy and have students individually read
through the causes that led Emily Murphy to take action to change the status of women.
Have students underline or highlight key information in the article that will be used to
create a summary.
Ask the students what pieces of information they picked out to be important to answer the
“who, what, where, when and why” of the summary.
Use the information the students chose, and as a class write a summary of the article.

Step 4: Guided Practice (30 minutes)
•
•

!

Show Primary Source 7.2: Photo “Lord Chancellor Sankey on his way to deliver
judgment…”
Split the class into groups and have the students generate a list of the short-term and longterm possible consequences if the court fails to recognize women as persons, or if women
receive this recognition. Ask students to infer how each of these decisions would affect
$+!

•
•

the status of women in Canada. If women receive this acknowledgment, how would this
change their lives? What further privileges could this pave the way for (ex. the vote
across Canadian provinces)?
Share student ideas and show Primary Source 7.3: “Privy Counsel Rules Women are
‘Persons’” Newspaper article
Discuss why this consequence was an influential turning point both in women’s history
and human rights in Canada. Emphasize that the outcome of this case would have not
been inevitable and without the ongoing plights of Emily Murphy and the Famous Five it
couldn’t have happened at this time.

Step 5: Independent Activity (20 minutes)
•
•

Show the class the Historica Canada video of Emily Murphy.
Have your students write a paragraph stating the historical significance of The Persons
Case. Explain that their paragraph should include the following information:
o Agency: The paragraph notes that the outcome of this case was not inevitable but
attributed to the agency, that is the power to act, of Emily Murphy and the
Famous Five.
o Condition: What were the societal conditions of women that caused the Famous
Five to act, and how did women’s rights change after the court decision.
o Consequence: What was the outcome that resulted from the actions and
conditions? Why was this significant for women?

Step 6: Sharing/ Discussing/ Teaching (15 minutes)
•

Have students share their work in small groups to compare and contrast what each
student found to be most historically significant about this case.

Assessment (5 minutes)
Assessment as Learning
•

!

Before the students leave, have them complete an exit slip (a 2-3 sentence response they
hand in) to the question “After learning about the Persons Case, what human right do you
take for granted and would like to learn more about?”
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Conclusion
Overview
This lesson will give students the opportunity to reflect on what they have learnt about the
contributions of women to history, and apply their learning in a cumulative assignment.
Learning Goals
•
•
•

Students will be able to recall influential individuals, events and documents that
contributed to the shaping of Canadian women’s history.
Students will be able to formulate an opinion for why or why not an individual, event or
document is historically significant in the narrative of Canadian history.
Students will apply their understanding of women’s contributions to history by
developing a new theme for Women’s History Month 2015 that communicates the
accomplishments of women throughout history.

Estimated Time: 3.0 periods
Curriculum Expectation
B3.3 describe some significant developments in the rights and lives of women in Canada during
this period and explain the impact of these developments
Materials
Teacher Resources
•
•
•

Chart paper
Coloured markers
Stickers

Prompts for Students
•
•

BLM 8.1: Women’s History Month Assignment
BLM 8.2: Women’s History Month Assignment Rubric

Plan of Instruction
Step 1: Warm-up (10 minutes)
•

•

!

Explain to students that we are going to repeat an exercise that we did at the start of the
unit to explore what new knowledge they have gained regarding significant women in
history.
Divide students into small groups and give them 2 mins to jot down all the influential
male Canadian figures from history they can recall. Repeat the exercise and have them
write down all the influential women then can think of from Canadian history. Compare
with students the results of their lists from the first class performing this exercise to this
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class. Have the numbers of males and females they could think of evened out or stayed
the same?
Step 2: Discussion (10 minutes)
•

Review with your students that what we have learned about Aboriginal women, the
suffrage movement and women during the war provides a snapshot of only some of the
contributions of women in the Canadian historical narrative.

Step 3: Modeling (20 minutes)
•

Model to the class how to create a mind-map by generating a mind-map with “Women’s
History Month” in the centre.
o Begin by asking your students of adjectives that describe the month (revealing,
insightful, leadership, achievements, recognition etc).
o Next ask your students for events that occur during the month (International Day
of the Girl and Persons day), and other significant events in women’s history the
month could recognize.
o Finally, generate names of influential women that could be acknowledged and
remembered during the month. Have the students recall their “Influential
Aboriginal Women” assignment, the Famous Five, and other influential women
they can think of.
o Explain that mind-maps show connections between topics that have similar
characteristics. For example, we could connect “leadership” to Famous Five to
Emily Murphy because these three terms relate to one another.

Step 4: Guided Practice (35 minutes)
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

!

Break the class into 3 groups and give each group a chart paper and 3 different colored
markers. On each chart paper write one of the following prompts “Aboriginal Women”,
“Women’s Contributions to the War” and “Women’s Suffrage Movement” and distribute
a sheet to each group.
Have the group choose a colored marker and generate and record descriptive words on
the mind-map that relate to the topic.
Have the groups rotate to a new station and have them choose a different colored marker
to add as many individuals they can think of that relate to this topic. The historical
figures can stand alone in the mind-map or connect to the descriptive words.
Finally, have the groups rotate to the last station and write down all the significant events
or documents they can think of that relate to the topic.
Have the groups move back to their original stations then distribute 9 stickers to each
group. Each groups rotates among all 3 stations again placing a sticker beside what they
collectively think is the most significant person, event and descriptive word on each
mind-map. It’s important that the groups come to a collective decision choosing where to
place each sticker so everyone’s voice in the group is heard.
Debrief with the class about which words received stickers. Did some words receive
many stickers or was there a wider range of topics students found significant?
Post the mind-maps in an accessible space in the classroom so students can continually
consult them while working on their assignment.
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Step 5: Independent Activity (75 minutes)
•
•

Distribute BLM 8.1: Women’s History Month Assignment and BLM 8.2: Women’s
History Month Assignment: Rubric.
Students will have the opportunity to reflect back on their learning over the past 7 lessons
by creating a tentative theme for Women’s History Month 2015. This assignment will
challenge students to think of a group of women they think should be represented during
Women’s History Month, or create a theme that highlights the similarities many groups
of women share.

Step 6: Sharing/ Discussing/ Teaching (75 minutes)
•

Students will have created a poster and proposal for Women’s History Month 2015.
Give students the opportunity to display their posters and share with classmates why
the theme they chose is significant to them.

Assessment
Assessment of Learning
•

!

Please see the attached rubric (BLM 8.2) when grading the Women’s History Month
assignment.
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Appendix
Lesson 1
Primary Source 1.1: ‘Guess Who? Identifying Influential Canadians in History’
BLM 1.2: Status of Women Canada Website Scavenger Hunt
BLM 1.3: Vocabulary Table
Lesson 2
BLM 2.1: Excerpts from the Indian Act
BLM 2.2: Ethical Dimension—The Indian Act
BLM 2.3: Amendments to the Indian Act Persuasive Proposal Assignment
BLM 2.4: Opinion Writing Rubric
Lesson 3
Primary Source 3.1
Primary Source 3.2: Charlotte Edith Anderson Monture
BLM 3.3: Influential Aboriginal Women Assignment
BLM 3.4: Newspaper Writing Checklist
BLM 3.5: News Report Rubric
Lesson 4
BLM4.1: Propaganda Techniques Used During The World Wars
BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis Worksheet
BLM 4.3: Compare and Contrast WWI and WWII Recruitment Propaganda
BLM 4.4: Create Your Own Propaganda Poster
BLM 4.5: Propaganda Poster Rubric
Primary Source 4.6: PowerPoint Presentation
Lesson 5
BLM 5.1: Before and After T-Charts
BLM 5.2: Opportunities for New Employment (WWI) Information Sheet
BLM 5.3: Job Opportunities after WWI Information Sheet
BLM 5.4: Continuity and Change Table
Lesson 6
BLM 6.1: Opposing View Points Primary Documents
BLM 6.2: Historical Perspective Organizer
BLM 6.3: Writing Historical Fiction
BLM 6.4: Diary Writing Checklist
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Lesson 7
BLM 7.1: The Cause—Emily Murphy
Primary Source 7.2: Photo” “Lord Chancellor Sankey on his way to deliver judgment…”
Primary Source 7.3: “’Privy Counsel Roles Women are ‘Persons’” Newspaper Article
Lesson 8
BLM 8.1: Women’s History Month Assignment
BLM 8.2: Women’s History Month Assignment Rubric
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BLM 1.2: Status of Women Canada Website Scavenger Hunt
It is your job to navigate the Status of Women Canada Website in order to find the correct answer for each question. Follow
each instruction carefully and write your answer in the space provided.
Website: http://www.swc-cfc.gc.ca/index-eng.html
1. What is the Status of Women
Canada? (Hint: Check ‘About Us’ Tag)
2. What is the mission of the Status of
Women Canada?
3. When was the Status of Women
Canada established?
4. What is the name of Minister of the
Status of Women Canada?
5. List the three events occurring in
October that are used to commemorate
the accomplishments of Canadian
women.
6. What is Women’s History Month and
when was it established?
7. Identify and explain the theme of this
years Women’s History Month?
8. a) List 2 women who have been
recognized under this years theme by the
Status of Women Canada website.
b) Why were these women recognized?
(Hint: check ‘Profiles’)
9. List the themes of Women’s History
Month from 2012-2009.
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10. Give two suggestions for how people
can celebrate Women’s History Month.
11. a) What is International Day of the
Girl? (Hint: Check out the
‘Commemoration’ tab)
b) When is it celebrated?
12. Fill in the blank: “Of the world's
130 million out-of-school youth, ___%
are girls.” (Hint: Check out the ‘Facts’
Tab)
13. Fill in the blank: “Girls and young
women are nearly ______ as likely as
young men and boys to suffer certain
______ _______ issues, such
as_____________.”
14. How can you help spread the word
about the International Day of the Girl?
15. Who is Alaina Podmorow and why is
she recognized by the Status of Women
Canada?
16. a) October 18th is ___________
_______.
b) Why is this day historically
significant? (Hint: Check out the
‘Context’ tab)
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17. Who said this quote? "We want
women leaders today as never before.
Leaders who are not afraid to be called
names and who are willing to go out and
fight. I think women can save civilization.
Women are persons."
18. Who are the ‘Famous Five’? (Name
all members)
b) Why are they historically significant?

19. Who are the ‘Governor General's
Awards in Commemoration of the
Persons Case’ awarded to?
20. Click on the ‘Resource’ Tab. List 3
topics that can be researched using this
website.
!
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BLM 1.3: Vocabulary Table
$%&&'()!!***************************************************************!!

+,-%)!****************************!!

Make a list of people, terms, and events that you believe to be historically significant in this lesson.
Person/Term/Event

Brief Description

Significance
(How were people impacted
over a period of time?)
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BLM 2.1: Excerpts From the Indian Act
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BLM 2.2

Ethical Dimension- The Indian Act
Name: ________________________________________ Date: ________________________
1. Historical document and date of creation:

2. What legal documents directly preceded this document?

3. Who were the main participants?

4. Infer the purpose of this document. Why was it created? What did it set out to achieve?

5. How did this document differently
influence, impact and restructure the lives
of:

Evidence:

a. Aboriginal communities:

b. Aboriginal women (and their children):

!
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c. Aboriginal men:

6. What differences exist between our ethical Evidence:
universe (values and ideas of right and
wrong about diversity and assimilation) and
theirs in relation to the issues involved in the
conflict?

7. What are the implications for today? a) Simply better understanding about human
behaviour and human rights; b) bearing witness—the debt of memory; c) reparations and
restitution; or d) other.

!
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BLM 2.3

Amendments to the Indian Act
Persuasive Proposal Assignment
The Indian Act was indeed significant in protecting the rights of many Aboriginal peoples, yet is
also creates divide among Aboriginal peoples. We have investigated how the Indian Act is
entrenched with gender discrimination and is highly invasive by eliminating many facets of
Aboriginal culture to encourage the assimilation of Aboriginal peoples.

Your task is to write a 2-paged (double spaced) persuasive letter to the Canadian
government proposing necessary changes you think need to be made to the Indian Act.

Tips for persuasive writing:
1. Choose a position: Why is it important that the Canadian government reads this letter?
What ethical responsibilities do we have as Canadians?
2. Provide evidence: Be specific about the elements of the Indian Act you consider
unethical and express what changes need to be made.
3. Argumentative Language: Be sure to use language that emphasizes the urgency of your
argument. Is it imperative, vital, necessary, essential that the government listens to you?
Also, be sure to use transitional words such as: first, second, next, in addition, finally,
lastly etc. to give your paper flow and organization.
Your paper should also include the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

!

States who you are and why you are writing this letter.
Articulates why is it our responsibility as Canadians to make changes to the Indian Act.
Presents an argument for why aspects of the Indian Act are ethically unsound.
Articulates different groups of people that are being marginalized by the Indian Act.
Presents a minimum of 3 changes to be made to the Indian Act to make it more equitable.
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BLM 2.4: Opinion Writing Rubric
3-45%(-)!!**************************************************************!!

+,-%)!****************************!!

6&&78(9%(-)!!************************************************************************************************!!
Category and
Criteria

Level 4
(80 to 100%)

Level 3
(70 to 79%)

Level 2
(60 to 69%)

Level 1
(50 to 59%)

Knowledge and
Understanding
Understanding of topic
and use and accuracy
of factual information

Demonstrates a
thorough
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
consistently
accurate, precise,
and rich in detail

Demonstrates a
considerable
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
mostly accurate and
detailed

Demonstrates some
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
somewhat accurate
and detailed

Demonstrates
limited
understanding of the
topic

Thinking
Use of planning skills
and a thesis to focus
research

The introduction
includes a thesis
statement that
describes the
position with a high
degree of
effectiveness

The introduction
includes a thesis
statement that
describes the
position with
considerable
effectiveness

The introduction
includes a thesis
statement that
describes the
position with some
effectiveness

The introduction
includes a thesis
statement that
describes the
position with limited
effectiveness

Communication
Phrasing of ideas and
clarity of meaning

Phrasing is
consistently clear
and does not
interfere with
meaning

Phrasing is
considerably clear
and rarely interferes
with meaning

Phrasing is
sometimes awkward
and sometimes
interferes with
meaning

Phrasing is
frequently awkward
and often interferes
with meaning

Communication for
different audiences
and purposes

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with a
high degree of
effectiveness

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with
considerable
effectiveness

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with
some effectiveness

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with
limited effectiveness

Use of writing
conventions

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
a high degree of
accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
considerable
accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
some accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
limited accuracy

Application
Application of
knowledge as relevant
supporting evidence

The opinion piece is
highly effective in
including arguments
that are supported
by specific evidence

The opinion piece is The opinion piece is The opinion piece is
considerably
somewhat effective
not very effective in
effective in including in including
including arguments
arguments that are
arguments that are
that are supported
supported by
supported by
by specific evidence
specific evidence
specific evidence
*Note: A student whose achievement is below Level 1 (50%) has not met the expectations for this assignment or
activity.

!

Additional Comments:
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Primary Source 3.1
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Primary Source 3.2: Charlotte Edith Anderson Monture
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BLM 3.3

Influential Aboriginal Women
Assignment
Too often when reflecting on the past women and other minority groups are excluded from the
historical narrative. By no means are women and minority groups less historically significant
then other influential historical figures, but for many reasons their stories are simply not shared
as often in the narrative. Many history students could probably name a historically significant
Aboriginal man. In grade 9 you learned about Louis Riel and questioned if he was a hero or
tyrant. Yet how many influential Aboriginal women can you name? The reality is, probably
very few. Your task is to uncover the stories of influential Aboriginal women, and voice why
these women are indeed historically significant.
Step 1: Evidence and Research
Choose an Aboriginal women from the list provided and research the “who, what, where, when”
to begin to determine why she women is historically significant.
Pauline Johnson, Canadian writer
Mary Two-Axe Earley, Equal rights advocate
Catherine Sutton, Equal rights advocate
Sharon & Shirley Firth, Olympic athletes
Marion Ironquill Meadmore, Lawyer
Dr. Elizabeth Steinhauer, Medical Doctor
Sandra Lovelace, Human rights advocate
Nellie Cournoyea, Premier
Nora Bernard, Lawsuit against residential schools
Sheila Watt-Cloutier=!!"#$%&%'()*(+,%-%.,*
!!If you find an Aboriginal a woman who is not on this list that you want to research, just run
your idea by your teacher first.
Step 2: State the Significance
Once you have completed your research write a paragraph about whom this women is (include
her Aboriginal affiliation), what she has done, and why her contributions are historically
significant. Your justification of historical significance should align with one ore more of the
following criteria:
•

!

She made developments to history that has resulted in change. That is, she had deep
consequences, for many people, over a long period of time.

#<!

•
•

Her contributions are revealing. That is, they shed light on enduring or emerging
element in history or contemporary life.
Her contributions are historical significance because they are constructed. That is
she meets the criteria for significance because she occupies a meaningful place in a
narrative.

Step 3: Creating a Primary Document
Attached with your paragraph of historical significance, you need to create a newspaper article
that creatively captures the perspectives of this person and highlights the contributions they have
made to the Canadian historical narrative.
Complete the following organizer with information in your report:
1. Who?
2. What?
3. When?
4. Where?
5. Why?
6. How?
Introduction: Write an opening paragraph of three to four sentences that answers the first four questions above.

Body: Expand on the details by addressing the Why? How?

!
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Additional information: Include other interesting information such as the event’s importance, quotes from involved
parties, and/or possible outcomes.

Headline: Write a short headline that summarizes the main idea of the story.

!
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BLM3.4 News Report Writing Checklist
3-45%(-)!!**************************************************************!!

+,-%)!****************************!!

6&&78(9%(-)!!************************************************************************************************!!

Criteria

Always
(Excellent)

Consistent
(Good)

Sometimes
(Fair)

Seldom
(Needs
Work)

My news report begins with a headline that effectively
summarizes the main idea of the story.
My opening paragraph is no more than four sentences
long and answers the Who, What, Where, and When
questions about the event.
The body expands on the details of the event by
addressing the How and Why questions.
My news report contains all the important information
about the event.
My news report makes reference to the significance of the
event in terms of consequences for the impacted parties.
I have included quotes (either real or fictional) that support
the reporting of the news report.
My news report is written in third person (no use of I, my,
or we).
The phrasing is consistently clear and does not interfere
with my meaning.
Spelling has been checked for accuracy.
Grammar and punctuation have been checked for
accuracy.

Before submitting this piece for summative assessment, two changes I am going to make are:
1.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Comments/Reflection:

!
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BLM 3.5 News Report Rubric
3-45%(-)!!**************************************************************!!

+,-%)!****************************!!

6&&78(9%(-)!!************************************************************************************************!!
Category and
Criteria

Level 4
(80 to 100%)

Level 3
(70 to 79%)

Level 2
(60 to 69%)

Level 1
(50 to 59%)

Knowledge and
Understanding
Understanding of topic
and use and accuracy
of factual information

Demonstrates a
thorough
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
consistently
accurate, precise,
and rich in detail

Demonstrates a
considerable
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
mostly accurate and
detailed

Demonstrates some
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
somewhat accurate
and detailed

Demonstrates
limited
understanding of the
topic

Thinking
Use of processing
skills to summarize
main idea

The headline
summarizes the
main idea of the
story with a high
degree of
effectiveness

The headline
summarizes the
main idea of the
story with
considerable
effectiveness

The headline
summarizes the
main idea of the
story with some
effectiveness

The headline
summarizes the
main idea of the
story with limited
effectiveness

Use of critical and
creative thinking
processes

The news report
uses quotes (real or
fictional) with a high
degree of
effectiveness

The news report
uses quotes (real or
fictional) with
considerable
effectiveness

The news report
uses quotes (real or
fictional) with some
effectiveness

The news report
uses quotes (real or
fictional) with limited
effectiveness

Communication
Phrasing of ideas and
clarity of meaning

Phrasing is
consistently clear
and does not
interfere with
meaning

Phrasing is
considerably clear
and rarely interferes
with meaning

Phrasing is
sometimes awkward
and sometimes
interferes with
meaning

Phrasing is
frequently awkward
and often interferes
with meaning

Communication for
different audiences
and purposes

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with a
high degree of
effectiveness

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with
considerable
effectiveness

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with
some effectiveness

Communicates for
specified audience
and purpose with
limited effectiveness

Use of writing
conventions

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
a high degree of
accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
considerable
accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
some accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
limited accuracy

Application
Drawing conclusions
using relevant
supporting evidence

The news report
The news report
The news report
The news report
uses relevant
uses mostly relevant uses evidence to
uses little evidence
evidence to explain
evidence to explain
explain the
to explain the
the significance of
the significance of
significance of the
significance of the
the event with a
the event with
event with some
event with limited
high degree of
considerable
effectiveness
effectiveness
effectiveness
effectiveness
*Note: A student whose achievement is below Level 1 (50%) has not met the expectations for this assignment or
activity.
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BLM 4.1: Propaganda Techniques Used During The World Wars
Modified from the Education Department of the National WWII Museum and ICivics.

Propaganda is media that uses carefully crafted messages to manipulate people’s actions and
beliefs. It has one purpose, and one purpose only: to persuade you. There are a variety of
propaganda techniques. They use biased, or one-sided, messages and are designed to appeal to
peoples’ emotions instead of their judgment and reasoning.
1. Name- Calling—the use of derogatory or negative words. It connects a person or a thing to a
negative image or symbol. In this technique it is hoped that the audience will accept the
connection without investigating the evidence.
Example: Fascist, terrorist, cowardly, radical
2. Glittering Generalities—these are virtue words (good, democracy, religious, motherhood) for
which we have deep seeded ideas. Words we believe in, live by, and are ready to fight for. This
is dangerous because these words mean different things to different people. Propagandists will
use these words to get people to choose a side or fight a war but their definition of the word may
not be the same as yours. It is name-calling in reverse. Instead of wanting you to reject someone
because of something negative they say, they want you to accept and support something because
of what you support and believe in.
Example: If you are patriotic, you will fight in this war. Good people do this (fill in) and during
wars good mothers ration their food.
3. Euphemism—this is used when propagandists make something awful or negative more
pleasant. Words that are bland or neutral are often used.
Example: civilian deaths are “collateral damage,” lying is “fabricating,” and murder is
“liquidation,” and during WWI/WWI (and other times of war) death is “loss.”
4. Transfer—when the propagandist transfers the importance, power, or approval of something
we respect and accept to something else they wish us to accept and respect. Symbols are often
used.
Example: a picture of a cross or other religious symbol next to a politician.
5. Testimonial—the recommendation or endorsement of something by a person whose opinion
is valued (or who is famous). There is nothing wrong with someone qualified recommending
someone or something but testimonials are often used in ways that are misleading and unfair.
Example: a doctor selling a medication on television, a famous singer endorsing a presidential
candidate.
6. Bandwagon—everyone is doing it and so should you. No one wants to be left out or ignored
so people will join or agree when they believe “everyone” is doing it.

!
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Example: peer pressure, joining a religious group or political party, buying a product or service
and during WWI/WWII, posters that said everyone scraps, or joins up.
7. Fear—the propagandist warns that something horrible will happen to the group or person if
they do not follow a specific course of action. They play on fear and try to get you not to think.
Example: if you don’t vote for me we will be attacked by our enemy, and during WWII posters
that said if you don’t conserve bacon fat, soldiers will die.
!

!
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BLM 4.2: Propaganda Analysis Worksheet
Modified from “Analyzing Propaganda Posters Lesson Plan”, courtesy of the Canadian War Museum

1. Describe the format of the propaganda:
____poster
____commercial
____brochure
____song
____advertisement ____other (describe):_______________________________
____movie
2. Who created this example of propaganda? If so, list the organization, government or
individual. If not, provide suggestions for whom you think might have created it.

3. What year was this example of propaganda created? If there is no exact date, you
may estimate a time frame.

4. Who is the intended audience?

5. What do you think were the creator’s motives for making this poster?

!
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6. What is the overall message of this example of propaganda?

7. What visual elements were used to convey this message?
Symbols:

Images:

8.
a. What propaganda techniques are used?
____ name calling

____ euphemisms

____ testimonial

____ band wagon

____ glittering generalities

____plain-folks

____ transfer

b. Explain your choice(s).

!
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9.
a. What kinds of emotions are conveyed by this example of propaganda?

b. What kind of emotions did this example of propaganda seek to stimulate in
its target audience members?

10. What does this message suggest about the values and beliefs of this audience? Take
into consideration the way in which women were portrayed and the roles they were
expected to fill in relation to the war effort. Questions you may want to consider: 1)
Are these roles typically ‘feminine’? 2) What do these images say about gender roles
during this time period?

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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11. Is the poster effective in conveying its message to you? Do you think that it would
have been effective during the time period in which it was created? Explain your
answer
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BLM 4.3: Compare and Contrast WWI and WWII Recruitment Propaganda
Modified from, the ‘Compare and Contrast Bubble Map Graphic Organizer’ from www.studenthandouts.com
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BLM 4.4: Create Your Own Propaganda Poster
Instructions:
You have been hired by the Canadian government to create a unique recruitment poster geared
toward women in order to boost female recruitment in the Canadian Military.
Part One:
You have a choice for the assignment. Please create a poster for ONE of the following time
periods:
1) It is 1944 in the midst of the Second World War, for the first time in Canadian history, the call
goes out for women to enlist in the women’s divisions of the Army, Navy and Air force. It is
your job to create a poster that will convince the female population to leave their jobs as
homemakers, and join one of these organizations. For more information on these organizations,
utilize this recourse provided by the Veteran Affairs of Canada:
http://www.veterans.gc.ca/pdf/features/women/whm-fhm.pdf.

OR

2) It is present day Canada, and you have been hired by the Canadian forces to create a poster
that would be placed on display at a high school career fair. It is your job to convince your
female audience that a job in the forces is an interesting and rewarding career path. For more
information on the jobs available for women in the forces, utilize the Canadian Forces Website:
http://forces.ca/en/page/women-92.
Remember to utilize one of the propaganda techniques we discussed in class. Don’t forget that
colour, symbols and imagery play a large role in making propaganda effective. This is also your
opportunity to be creative, so be sure not to copy any posters you find on the Internet as this is
considered plagiarism. Any assignment that is deemed as plagiarized will be heavily penalized.
Finally, remember to make sure your information and imagery is historically accurate and that it
reflects the societal view of women during your specific time period.
Part Two:
Fill out the Poster Analysis Worksheet for your own poster. This will serve as a rationale and
justification of your choices.

Good luck and have fun!
!
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BLM 4.5: Propaganda Poster Rubric (Modified from the Halton District School Board)
Criteria

Level 1
50-59%

Level 2
60-69%

Knowledge/Understanding
Message of poster:
-clear
-historically accurate
Poster reflects greater societal
views on gender roles/norms
during the chosen time period.

Message of poster is
unclear and/or
historically inaccurate of
the chosen time period.

Message of poster is
somewhat clear and/or
appropriate for chosen
audience

Message of poster is
clear and appropriate
for the chosen time
period.

Message of the poster
is clear. Historical facts
are creatively utilized in
this poster.

Poster inaccurately
reflects gender roles of
the chosen time period.

Poster somewhat
reflects gender roles of
the chosen time period.

Poster effectively
reflects gender roles of
the chosen time period.

Poster effectively
reflects gender roles of
the chosen time period
in a unique and creative
manner.

Key images are
somewhat appropriate
for topic of poster

Key images are
appropriate for topic of
poster

Key images are very
appropriate and
thoughtful

Images are somewhat
detailed and in colour

Images show good
amount of detail and
are in colour

Images are very
detailed and colourful

Slogan somewhat
relates to topic of poster

Slogan relates to and is
appropriate to topic of
poster

Ineffective use of
language. It is
inappropriate for the
target audience and is
not persuasive.

Somewhat effective use
of language. Some
persuasive words or
phrases are used.
Language is somewhat
appropriate for target
audience.

Effective use of
persuasive language
that is appropriate for
the target audience

Slogan is highly
appropriate and
enhances the message
of the poster
Effective and creative
use of persuasive
language that is
appropriate and highly
engaging for the target
audience.

Ineffective use of
colour/images/symbols
to convey message

Somewhat effective use
of
colour/images/symbols
to convey message.

Effective use of
colour/images/symbols
to convey message.

Effective and creative
use of
colour/images/symbols
to create symbol.

Little use of proper
spelling/ grammar /
punctuation. Majority of
text is misspelled and
many grammatical and
punctuation errors are
made throughout
poster.

Some use of proper
spelling/ grammar/
punctuation. Many
words are misspelled
and there are a few
grammatical and
punctuation errors.

Effective use of proper
spelling/grammar /
punctuation. There are
few, if any,
grammatical, spelling or
punctuation errors.

Proper spelling and
grammar / punctuation
used throughout. No
spelling, grammatical,
or punctuation errors or
evident.

Technique to convey
message is
inappropriate and
unclear.

Technique used to
convey message is
somewhat clear and
appropriate.

Clear and appropriate
use of techniques to
convey message.

Highly appropriate and
effective use of
techniques to convey
message in a unique
and engaging way.

Thinking/Inquiry
Analysis of Poster
-demonstrates creative
thinking
-effectively justifies creative
choices

Communication
Persuasive language is used
and is appropriate for target
audience.
Use of colour/images/symbols
to convey message

Clear expression and
organization of poster (proper
spelling/grammar/punctuation)

Application
Appropriate propaganda
technique used to effectively
convey message.

Level 3
70-79%

Level 4
80-100%

Comments:
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Editor's Note The movement for the extension of the vote to women gained an impetus
by the action of the Alberta Legislature in passmg an Equal Franchise measure. The
most important individual factor in achieving this decision was Mrs. Nellie McClung.
Her books and her platform performances have made Mrs. McClung the outstanding
figure in the fight for woman's rights. Accordingly, when the editors of MacLean's
decided that the subject introduced some months ago by Stephen Leacock in his article
"The Woman Question" could be continued with interest to the readers of MacLean's, by
having the same topic treated from the feminine standpoint, the first name that suggested itself naturally was that of Mrs. McClung. She consented to write an article for
the readers of MacLean's, despite the fact that her time is very much taken up by the
work in the West in which she is taking an active part. Accordingly, we present:

Speaking of
THE

Cave Dweller, long

that the
food supply was limited
and hard to obtain, was disposed to look upon every other
man as a possible rival;
and considered it good
policy to kill at sight in
order that the crowd
around the Neolithic
lunch counter might be
The reasoning
lessened.
was economically sound,
too. If the divisor is lessened, the quotient is correspondingly increased!
Life was simple then.
realizing

ago,

Every man was

his

By

Cartoons by

without
quarrels,
lawyers' fees or "notes";

there were no apartment
houses, tax-notices, rural
rates, subscription
or any other complication.

was not long before men began
greater tasks than could be accomplished by individual effort, and the
idea slowly grew that the other man
might be a real help at times and perhaps
it was a mistake always to kill him. Cooperation began when one man chased the
bear out of the cave and another man
killed him when he ran past the gap!
it

to plan

Since then the idea of co-operation has
Now we are so utterly
dependent upon the other man or woman
that we cannot live a day without them.
But the primitive instincts die hard!
Men are still haunted by the ghost of that
old fear that there may not be enough of
some things to go around if too many people have the same chance of obtaining a
share. They join in the thanksgiving of
the old blessing:
steadily grown.

—
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"Six potatoes among the four of us;
Thank the Lord there ain't any more of us."

*TpHIS

fear,
that any
bring personal inconvenience, lies at the root of much of the opposition to all reform.
Men lield to slavery for long years, con-

*
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deep-rooted

change

may

of women for the same
reason; their hearts have
been beset with the old
black fear that, if women
were allowed equal rights

with men, some day some
man would go home and
find the dinner not ready,
not
the
potatoes
But not
peeled!
many give expression to
this fear, as a reason for
They
their opposition.
they
say
oppose the enfranchisement of
women because they are too frail, weak
and sweet to mingle in the hurly-burly of
life; that women have far more influence
now than if they could vote, and besides,
God never intended them to vote, and it
would break up the home, and make life
a howling wilderness the world would be
full of neglected children (or none at all)
and the homely joys of the fireside would
vanish from the earth.
I remember once hearing an eloquent
speaker cry out in alarm,
"If women ever get the
vote, who will teach us to

even

mail delivery, water

McCLUNG

suflfrage.

;

say our prayers?"
Surely his experience
of the franchised class
had been an unfortunate
one when he could not believe that anyone could
both vote and pray!
That women are phys-

men is a
strange reason for placing them under a further
handicap, and we are surically inferior to

The exercising

of the

ballot does not require physical

WILLIAM CASEY

and

;

own

But

L.

doning and justifying it,
because they were afraid
that without slave labor
life would not be comfortable. Certain men have
opposed the advancement

own

lawyer, butcher, barber,
drycleaner he settled his

lists,

NELLIE

Women
strength or endurance.

Surely

woman

the opponents of

suf-

frage do not mean to advocate
that a strong fist should rule; just now
we are a bit sensitive about this, and such
doctrine is not popular.
Might is not
right; with our heart's blood we declare
it is

not!

No man has

the right to citizenship on

his weight, height, or lifting power; he

exercises this right because he is a
being, with

and a

hands

to

human

work, brain to think,

life to live.

save women from toil and fatigue
unpleasantness that the chivalrous ones would deny her the right of exercising the privileges of citizenship;
though just how this could be brought
about is not stated. Women are already
in the battle of life; thirty per cent, of the
adult women of Canada and the United
States are wage earners, and the percentage grows every day. How does the
lack of the ballot help them? Is it any
comfort to the woman who feels the sting
of social injustice to reflect that she, at
least, had no part in making such a law?
Or do the poor women who go through the
deserted streets in the grey dawn to their
homes, alone and unprotected after their
hard night's work at office-cleaning, ever
proudly reflect that at least they have
never had to drag their
skirts in the mire of the
polls, or be stared at by
rude men as they approach the ballot box?
The physical disability

IT

is to

and

all

women is an additional
reason for their having

of

the franchise. The balsuch a simple, easy
way of expressing a preference or wish so "genteel," ladylike and dignilot is

fied.

in

even
the
N'OW
homesteads
ter o

argument against woman

women

prised to find it advanced
all seriousness as an

in

mat-

f

are not allowed
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BLM 6.2: Historical Perspective Organizer
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Who is the person or group you are interested in?

What is the relevant time period?

Describe their position/role in society.

Evidence:

How is their position/role different from a similar
person or group today?

Evidence:

Compared to what we face today, what relevant circumstances were different for them in the past?
Some examples might include technology, media, economy, religion, family life, communication, and
recreation.

How do you think the above factors influenced their thoughts and/or actions?
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BLM 6.3 Writing Historical Fiction
A+.,-129$+3B$'()#603#708#90&"+*0:%2#'(0.;0.3#-+.:)<"&$!9($F,&$C1-1,$?10]>2$>/O$D+7$#+,-+/$

Name: __________________________________Date: ______________________

Ground Rules for Writing Historical Fiction
•

Unless otherwise instructed, you may include imaginary characters. However, the
conditions within which these characters operate and the major events they witness
must conform to the historical record. Do research so you can incorporate facts into
your narrative and present accurate perspectives.

•

Good historical fiction does more than describe events. Show how your characters
saw those events at the time through their historical perspectives.

•

Convince the reader that your characters are real. Give them depth. The reasons
behind their actions or beliefs may be complex, or even contradictory.

•

Remember that you do not need to agree with or support your characters’ beliefs—
you need merely to represent those beliefs accurately.

Questions to Think about When Writing Historical Fiction
•

How can I use language and dialogue to create an authentic sense of the time
period?

•

How can I make my characters authentic, with perspectives that reflect the time and
place in which they lived?

•

What evidence do I have that this is what my characters would believe or do?

•

What other options might my characters have, given this time and setting?

•

What is my point of view?

•

From what other point of view could I have told this story?

•

How accurate or plausible is my story or poem?

•

How does my story or poem help others understand the past in ways that other
sources do not?$
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BLM 6.4: Diary Writing Checklist
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Criteria

Always
(Excellent)

Consistent
(Good)

Sometimes
(Fair)

Seldom
(Needs
Work)

I have used a proper diary format, which includes a date,
proper greeting and closing. (e.g. “Dear Diary”,
“Sincerely,_______")
My diary contains factual information related to the time period
that paints a rich and detailed historical picture or argument.
My diary is written in first person.
The tone of my letter consistently reflects the role that I have
assumed.
I have considered the historical perspective and moral
dimension of the person whose role I have assumed.
My letter is interesting to read and believable.
The phrasing is consistently clear and does not interfere with
my meaning.
Spelling has been checked for accuracy.
Grammar and punctuation have been checked for accuracy.

<:=,!>0/!=,7/0?,@!>A!B>-7!.:47B!/0,7B!40.!>0/!4=C/D,!>A!B>-7!.:47B!/0,7B!B>-!;>-E.!E:F/!,>!
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Additional Comments/Reflection:
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BLM 7.1

The Cause- Emily Murphy
Edmontonian Emily Murphy became the first female
judge in the Commonwealth on January 1, 1916. On
her first day in court and frequently thereafter,
lawyers would begin their presentation by objecting
to having their case heard by a woman judge because,
they said, women were not "persons" as defined by
the British North America Act of 1867.
Luckily for the women of Alberta, in 1917 the ruling
by a Calgary judge, Alice Jamieson, was upheld by
the Supreme Court of Alberta, thereby establishing
the principle that both men and women were persons
and therefore equals.

In other provinces and federally, women were still
considered to be "persons only in terms of pains and
penalties, and not rights and privileges" as defined by
British Common Law. However, changes were
advancing the equality of women. Nellie McClung
had achieved a major breakthrough when the province of Manitoba became the first Canadian
jurisdiction to grant women the right to vote and run for office on January 28, 1916. It was not
until 1940 that women could participate in provincial elections in the province of Quebec, even
though they could vote and run for office in federal elections. On May 24, 1918, women were
given the right to vote in federal elections. However, Asian and Indo-Canadian men and women
were not enfranchised federally until 1947, and in 1960, Aboriginal people were finally also
accorded this right.
Emily Murphy wanted to become Canada's first female Senator. Members of the Federated
Women's Institutes, the National Council of Women of Canada and the Montreal Women's Club
were among the more than 500,000 citizens who signed petitions and wrote letters in support of
her cause. Between 1917 and 1927, five governments indicated their support for such an
appointment but said that their hands were tied because only "qualified persons" could be
appointed and that definition did not include women. Two Prime Ministers promised to change
the law but did not.
After more than 10 years of political effort, Murphy finally decided on a new strategy
recommended by her brother. Section 60 of the Supreme Court of Canada act stated that any five
citizens acting as a unit could appeal through the Federal Cabinet to the Supreme Court for
clarification of a constitutional point. Thus the Famous 5 moniker was given to these women by
the media when they requested that Prime Minister Mackenzie King and his Cabinet pose their
query to the court concerning the process of being appointed to the Senate.
Judge Murphy invited four outstanding Alberta women to her home in Edmonton in late August
1927. They were Henrietta Muir Edwards, Louise McKinney, Irene Parlby, and Nellie McClung.

!
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Following in McClung's footsteps, Murphy, Edwards, McKinney, and Parlby had campaigned
for the right of Alberta women to vote and Murphy, Edwards, and McKinney had succeeded in
getting Alberta's Dower Act passed in 1917.
Although the Famous 5 proposed different questions, on March 14, 1928, Murphy's 60 birthday,
the Supreme Court of Canada considered the following question: "Does the word 'persons' in
Section 24 of the British North America Act, 1867 include female persons?"
Modified from: http://wayback.archiveit.org/2217/20101208165123/http://www.abheritage.ca/famous5/achievements/the_cause.html
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Primary Source 7.2
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Primary Source 7.3
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BLM 8.1

Womenʼs History Month Assignment
October is Women's History Month in Canada, an opportunity for Canadians to learn about
women's and girls' valuable contributions to our country's history – and to the quality of our lives
in the 21st century. Each year the Status of Women Canada releases a new theme for the month
will guides us to reflect on a particular niche of influential women. Your task is to create a
tentative theme for Women’s History Month 2015 that either celebrates a particular group of
women, or overarching theme that connects many groups of women.

Step 1: Research and Evidence
Begin your research by selecting a theme that you think would interestingly highlight a group of
Canadian women or would connect many groups of women. Structure your proposal by writing
1-2 paragraphs on the following headings:
1. Why have you chosen this topic? Why is it important to acknowledge?
2. What demographic of women does it represent? Does your theme connect many groups
of women?
3. What influential individuals or events will be highlighted during the course of the month?
4. How can all women and girls today connect with the individuals and themes presented
during the month?
Step 2: Visual Representation
Create a poster that visually represents the theme you have chosen in a catchy yet informative
way. You poster should include the following criteria:
! Central Image: Choose or create an image that creatively represents the theme of the
month. Your image can be abstract, such as the image on Women’s History Month 2013
of the profile of a female’s head filled with gears, test tubes and other science and
technology symbols. Or your poster could feature a non-abstract image such as a picture,
commemorative item (stamp, sculpture, image on currency), or a primary source.
! Title and Slogan: Create a title to represent your theme. The title should additionally be
followed by a concise sentence that provides more information about the selected topic.

!
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For example, Women’s History Month 2013 used “Canadian Women Pioneers: Inspiring
Change Through Ongoing Leadership”.
! Date: Women’s History Month October 2015
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BLM 8.2 Women’s History Month Assignment Rubric
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Category and
Criteria

Level 4
(80 to 100%)

Level 3
(70 to 79%)

Level 2
(60 to 69%)

Level 1
(50 to 59%)

Knowledge and
Understanding
Understanding of
topic and use and
accuracy of factual
information

Demonstrates a
thorough
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
consistently
accurate, precise,
and rich in detail

Demonstrates a
considerable
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
mostly accurate and
detailed

Demonstrates some
understanding of the
topic through
presentation of
information that is
somewhat accurate
and detailed

Demonstrates
limited
understanding of the
topic

Thinking
Use of processing
skills and
critical/creative
thinking processes

Choice of central
image expertly
reflects chosen
theme and
demonstrates a high
degree of creative
thinking.

Choice of central
image effectively
reflects chosen
theme.
Demonstrates
reasonable amount
of creative thought.

Choice of central
image somewhat
reflects chosen
theme, and
demonstrates little
creative thought.

The central image
ineffectively reflects
chosen theme. Little
to no creative
thought given to this
choice.

Use of organizing
skills

The report
consistently
demonstrates
logically organized
subtopics that divide
the content into
clear parts

The report mostly
demonstrates
logically organized
subtopics that divide
the content into
clear parts

The report
demonstrates some
use of subtopics that
help to organize the
content

The report
demonstrates limited
use of subtopics that
help to organize the
content

Communication
Phrasing of ideas
and clarity of
meaning

Phrasing is
consistently clear
and does not
interfere with
meaning

Phrasing is
considerably clear
and rarely interferes
with meaning

Phrasing is
sometimes awkward
and sometimes
interferes with
meaning

Phrasing is
frequently awkward
and often interferes
with meaning

Use of writing
conventions

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
a high degree of
accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
considerable
accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
some accuracy

Uses writing
conventions
(grammar, spelling,
documentation) with
limited accuracy

Application
Use of visual
elements to convey
overall message
reflected in poster
(central image, text,
symbols, colour)

Integrates a variety
of visual elements
with a high degree
of effectiveness;
poster is visually
appealing, creative
and informative.

Integrates a variety
of visual elements
with considerable
effectiveness; poster
is visually appealing
and informative.

Integrates some
visual elements with
some effectiveness.
Poster is missing
some key
information and is
visually cluttered.

Integrates few visual
elements with little
effectiveness.
Poster is missing
key information, is
poorly structured
and overall message
is unclear.

Note: A student whose achievement is below Level 1 (50%) has not met the expectations for this assignment or
activity.
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